
Fruits fuh days! 

-Loving and eating Caribbean Fruits, for the health of it 

By Joanne C. Hillhouse 

The Caribbean isn’t just beautiful sunsets and beaches. Natural bounty, in the form of fruits with health 

benefits, hangs in finger plucking reach in our backyards.  

The table is set before us, an open invitation to “eat seasonally” – a path recommended by Caribbean 

Exotic author Jacinta Fenton. The cordon bleu trained chef, vegetarian, cancer survivor, businesswoman, 

and Antigua-based certified holistic health counsellor, said, “If you’re eating seasonally, you won’t go 

wrong – you’ll be getting everything fresh and you’ll actually be forced to eat a lot of fresh raw things 

that will support your journey.” 

The information out there can be confusing; what’s good for this can be bad for that, and so on. 

Registered dietician and fitness instructor, Samantha Moitt, also based in Antigua, made the point 

though that it’s less the what and more the how much. The University of Texas graduate stresses portion 

control. So, one mango, not a whole bucket full, and even diabetics can enjoy the unofficial summer 

fruit of the Caribbean. 

The mango scored high with each of these experts when I quizzed them about their back yard 

favourites.  “Mango has a combination that I like,” Fenton said, “at the top sweet and at the bottom 

sour, and both are very good for digestion.” 

Moitt concurred. “It’s good for bowel movement,” she said, “high in what you call soluble fibre.” She 

added that it’s high in potassium, “which is one of its best features...good for controlling the blood 

pressure.” 

For many, these benefits are secondary to the fact – that’s right, fact, not opinion – that this South East 

Asian native is one of the best tasting fruits in the world, in any of its abundant varieties. It’s, also, 

among the most versatile as chefs, bartenders, and agro-processors prove each August at Antigua’s 

Mango Fest and its pre-emptive Magic Mango Culinary competition.  Winning bartender 2009 and 2010, 

Daniel ‘Timmy’ Thomas blended it with melon and pineapple for the Reggae-toned Natural Mystic drink 

in his first year and in year two mixed up mango, strawberries, passion fruit, Midori liqueur, light rum, 

Courvoisier, and Pinot Grigio for his Mangria. Meanwhile, 2010’s winning chef David Browne served up 

Antigua Nice Chicken with Julie Mango and Cornmeal Stuffing served with Pineapple Plantain Creole. His 

dessert: Julie Mango Cheesecake with Cinnamon-Roasted Pineapple and Mango Chutney. 

More than once, wondering and sampling the Magic Mango, I marvel at the mango, how it goes with 

everything and has uses I hadn’t even considered. Sister Nat, a Mango Fest regular, for instance, one 



year, showed her own Manglow brand of products ranging from the edible – Manglow salsa, to the 

cosmetic – crème de la mango skin repair. 

Fenton was eating mango on the day we met up; or rather a salad of mango, greens, carrots, red 

cabbage, caramelized onion, jerk, curry, virgin oil, and avocado. Speaking of the avocado, she’s also a 

fan of the Caribbean’s ‘pear’, which Moitt indicated is more fat than fruit. Fenton likes the avocado, 

reportedly good for controlling cholesterol levels, for its multiple benefits – potassium, vitamins, 

magnesium, phosphorous, and omega fatty acids, to name a few, but mostly she likes it for its 

adaptability. “I can make it anything I want; that’s the beauty about avocado,” she said. As if to prove 

this point, during our chat, Sister Nat served up her lip smacking Ma Pampoo Longevity Soup – a soup 

made of greens and coconut water and named for the late Dominican centenarian – with thin strips of 

homemade avocado bread. 

Third on the list is the only Caribbean tropical fruit that comes remotely close to beating the mango on 

sweetness. When Fenton said, “I love how it makes me feel...happy,” it wasn’t a stretch to go there with 

her. After all, as she herself said, the banana is a stress reliever. It’s also, and there’s a possible link here, 

high in fibre meaning that it supports bowel movement. Moitt who credits bananas with being high in 

potassium – vital to the growth and maintenance of the body, as relates to fluid balance and nerve and 

muscle stimulation – concurred that they are “really good”.  Looking around Sister Nat’s lab in Jenning’s, 

Antigua, it became clear that the banana also lends itself to many uses. “Banana is one of the most 

versatile (fruits),” she acknowledged. “You can really do a lot of extraction.” Her experiments have 

yielded banana rum, banana raisins, banana chutney, banana essence, and even banana ketchup. “Why 

do we keep thinking it’s just tomato that can make a condiment?” she mused. 

With this reminder that our backyard fruits can be so much more than we imagine them to be, if we’d 

just think outside the box, we come to the soursop. As kids, our mothers milked it into a juice so thick, it 

rivalled any shake a fast food joint could blend up today.  If that took too long, we simply cut off a piece 

and bit into it, spitting out the seeds as we devoured the white pulpy bitter-sweetness. And we loved it. 

Now we discover it’s a possible cancer repellent. Fenton noted that it’s good for immunity, energy, 

healthy skin and nails, brain power, and then some. She blends this carbohydrate and vitamin rich fruit 

up with coconut - meat and water, flax seed, spirulina, barley, and sea moss (sometimes with banana, 

papaya, or mango) for a very filling drink.  

Though she reserved judgement on the soursop as a chemo alternative, meanwhile, Moitt credited it 

with being high in Vitamin C, Calcium, and very high in fibre, keeping you regular.  

You know what else is good for that? Tamarind. A little sour for my tastes, but Fenton remembers days 

spent under her grandmother’s tamarind tree, just picking and eating, and, as result, nights spent, to put 

it charmingly, excavating. This colon cleanser, popular, in my childhood, on school playgrounds as 

tamarind stew and tamarind balls, is also good for boosting metabolism.  

The papaya or paw paw is also good for digestion and healthy skin. During her interview, Sister Nat even 

dug up a weathered edition of the Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute Quarterly which referenced a 



University of the West Indies study which named it one of the super foods of the Caribbean; a good 

source of phytochemicals which builds up the defence mechanisms in the body particularly against 

cancer and hypertension. 

Like many of the fruits of the Caribbean, the papaya can be eaten as is or with embellishments; and 

however you slice it, it’s tasty. 

Also tasty is the water and ‘meat’ of the coconut. Now, as I debated including the coconut here, I came 

across an article by Kasma Loha-unchit at http://www.thaitfoodandtravel.com entitled ‘Coconut: A Fruit, 

a Nut or a Seed?’ in which she declared, “Though its name suggests it is a nut, I’ve always regarded 

coconut as a fruit”, which pretty much sums up how most of us view this hardy food.  

Two out of three of my sources included it on their ‘fruit’ list, however; so fruit, nut or seed, I’ll claim it 

for this list as one of the best tropical treats – by any name. Bakers and chefs use it – tarts to coconut 

chicken; our moms used it – every Antiguan child of my generation readily remembers the smell of sugar 

cakes cooling on the counter? But, as with so many of these fruits, natural is always best. Few things can 

compare to a long draught of coconut water on a hot day or, as Fenton pointed out, after a workout, 

replacing electrolytes lost during exertion. Moitt, who gives the coconut perhaps the highest rating after 

the mango, said, “The water is good for cleansing the kidneys – most people don’t drink enough water in 

the first place... [it] helps to purify the kidneys in terms of getting rid of any bad waste... [it] flushes the 

kidney.” In fact, given the fact that it can lead to frequent urination, Moitt said, it’s “recommended for 

people with menstrual bloating.” 

Bottom line, these popular fruits, yet another reason to love the Caribbean, all give us a little something 

that we need – much more even than the multitude referenced here; even the small unassuming ones 

like... 

The ginnep – which Fenton said has carbs and vitamins, calcium, phosphorous, and tryptophan – an 

essential amino acid;  

The pomegranate – which Sister Nat said is good for rebalancing hormones and which Moitt said 

contains anti-oxidants, which, like milk, does a body good – helping to prevent cancer and heart disease; 

The guava – a little fruit packed, not just with seeds, but with vitamins; good for fighting a range of 

diseases; and, Moitt added, a common denominator with many of these good-for-you-fruits, high in 

fibre; 

The pineapple – a popular tropical fruit though perhaps one not commonly found in the backyard; 

among its benefits, according to Fenton, are anti-oxidants, fibre, enzymes, potassium, and more. Moitt 

said, simply, “(It’s) good for you, high in vitamin C”;  

Citrus – also high in vitamin C. we’ve got lots of choices in the Caribbean, and every Caribbean child 

knows they’re good for healthy teeth and gums. 



There’s a saying, with reference to a popular potato chip brand that you can’t eat just one; and the same 

could be said, to more beneficial effect, of our fruits. And, as Fenton said, it’s always good to eat in-

season; fresh-from-the-tree-fruits (preferably on an empty stomach and not after meals). “...because 

that’s when the fruits are packing the highest potential in terms of giving you the nutrients.” For that 

reason, she said, her favourite fruit tends to be whatever is in season. Me, I just think they taste 

amazing. 

 


